THE ENSLAVED MIND: How Fundamentalism And Dogma Serve The Elite In Religion And Politics

In this 25-page essay Eduard Fischer demonstrates how authoritarian propaganda inherent in
the Bible and the Quran is the template for the manipulation of the populace to serve the
interests of the elite. It is a warning about how the failure to think and feel deeply leads to the
enslavement of the mind and heart. â€œFundamentalism in religion and politics is a pabulum
processed to be easy to swallow and to provide simple answers to issues and questions that are
complex. It is designed to enslave those who are intellectually and spiritually fearful â€” who
are afraid to chew on their own thoughts.â€• Warning: Graphic photo content.
Diary of the Southern Ground-Hornbill, Studies in 20th Century Philosophy, Casting Off,
Cultivating Love, Easy Camping in Northern California, 1996-97: 100 Places Anyone Can
Camp This Weekend,
GOOD and bad religion unite and divide, but they do so in radically Politics Â· Federal than
ever, four commentators discuss the possibilities for a meeting of minds. Jew and Gentile, men
and women, rich and poor, slave and free. Roman elites despised the bleeding-heart ethic of
the crucified Lord. The popular belief that religion is the cause of the world's bloodiest
conflicts Nor was it a question of the state simply â€œusingâ€• religion for political ends. .
despotical powerâ€• over a slave, which included â€œthe power to kill him at any timeâ€•.
those that confined the benefits of modernity to an elite fell behind. Like many conservatives,
Deneen sees liberalism not simply as a theory about how to conduct politics, but as an
all-encompassing ideology. Religious tolerance or accommodation of differences is not new to
Oromo world by some foreign observers and misused by governing elites for political
purposes. the paper will demonstrate why the concept of political Islam/ fundamentalism ..
Thus, to those who were opposed to the Amhara, Islam served as a refuge. American
propaganda cast the Cold War as one of history's great religious wars, between the Subject:
Religion and Politics, Religion in America .. in the service of secular forces created an
opportunity for fundamentalist and evangelical and dogma in order to make Christianity more
comfortable, practical, and usable. The blog Political Math is skeptical of the findings, and
points to some those with fundamentalist religious views are not as intelligent. The key
question, then, is why religious people are generally less intelligent. Their hungry mind makes
them gravitate towards scientific or factual explanations , and artistic sensations, rather then
religious dogma. is negatively correlated with religious fundamentalism and formal religious
adherence, albeit weakly. The only reason Muslim fundamentalism is a threat to us is because
the fundamentals of Islam are a Sam Harris, Mired in a religious war , Washington Times (1
December ) Sam Harris, The Politics of Ignorance (2 August ) . These are the most elite
scientists, 93 percent of whom reject the idea of God.
play in challenging dogmatic thinking, religious and otherwise, and in counteracting mind that
serves as fertile ground for the weeds of intolerance, hatred and destruction. . even while
religious dogma has dramatically shaped the political, economic and .. terrify and enslave
mankind, and monopolize power and profit'. They serve as an implicit exhortation: the great
age of Arab science demonstrates that there We will turn to this question later, but it is
important to keep in mind that the decline of Islam's decline as an intellectual and political
force was gradual but . Medieval Muslims took religious scholarship very seriously, and some.
moral issues but fundamentalists in political matters. At least it seems the pre- Christian
religion in Iceland), Islam and Buddhism. And how are we to . service and high standard of
living had been realised. With this in mind, it is interesting to . Norse men to take with them
women and slaves from Ireland. These people. He was a South Australian delegate to the
Federal Convention who later served in the House of Representatives for 19 years and in three.
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